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Journal Of Laws 1989 No. 20 item 104

US TAWA

of April 7, 1989

Law on associations

In order to create conditions for full implementation guaranteed by regulations

Constitution for freedom of association in accordance with the Universal Declaration of Rights

Human Rights and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights,

enabling citizens to have equal active law, regardless of their beliefs

participate in public life and express different views, and

realization of individual interests, and taking into account traditions

and the universally recognized achievements of the association movement, it is what

follows:

Chapter 1

General Regulations

Art. 1. 1. Polish citizens exercise the right of association in

associations, in accordance with the provisions of the Constitution and the legal order

specified in statutes.

2. Associations may represent them within the scope of their statutory goals

collective interests of its members towards public authorities.

3. Associations have the right to express themselves on public matters.

Art. 2. 1. The Association is voluntary, self-governing and permanent

a non-profit association.

2. The association independently determines its goals, action programs and

organizational structures and passes internal acts concerning him
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activities.
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3. The Association's activities are based on the voluntary work of its members.

The association may employ employees to conduct its affairs, w

including its members.

Art. 3. 1. Polish citizens are entitled to create associations

having full legal capacity and not deprived of rights

public.

2. Minors between the ages of 16 and 18 who have a reduced capacity

legal transactions, may belong to associations and use active and

passive election law, but on the board of the association

the majority must be persons with full legal capacity.

3. Minors under the age of 16 may, with the consent of their statutory representatives,

belong to associations according to the rules laid down in their statutes, without law

participate in voting at general meetings of members and without using

active and passive voting rights to the authorities of the association. but if

an organizational unit of the association associates only minors, they can

elect and be elected to the authorities of that unit.

Art. 4. 1. Foreigners residing in the territory

Of the Republic of Poland may associate in associations, in accordance with

regulations applicable to Polish citizens.

2. Foreigners who do not reside in the territory

Of the Republic of Poland may join associations whose statutes

provide for such a possibility.

Art. 5. 1. International associations may be established in the territory

The Republic of Poland according to the principles set out in the Act.

2. Associations may belong to international organizations na

under the conditions laid down in their statutes, provided that their obligations are not breached

resulting from international agreements of which the Republic of Poland is
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Art. 6. 1. Establishing associations accepting the absolute principle

the obedience of their members to the authorities of the association is prohibited.

2. No one may be compelled or restricted to participate in an association

his right to withdraw from the association. Nobody can bear negative
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the consequences of belonging to an association or remaining outside

him.

Art. 7. 1. The provisions of the Act do not apply to:

1) social organizations operating on the basis of separate acts or contracts

international to which the Republic of Poland is a party;

2) churches and other religious associations and their legal persons;

3) religious organizations whose legal situation is regulated by the Acts on

the attitude of the state to churches and other religious organizations in operation

within these churches and unions;

4) election committees established in connection with elections to the Sejm, to the Senate,

election of the President of the Republic of Poland, elections to the Parliament

European Parliament or elections to local government bodies;

5) political parties.

2. The organizations referred to in para. 1 paragraphs 1 and 3, in cases

not regulated separately, the provisions of the Act shall apply.

Art. 8. 1. The association is subject to the entry into the National Register

Court Register, unless the Act provides otherwise.

2. (deleted)

3. (deleted)

4. (deleted)

5. Supervision over the activities of associations belongs to:

1) the voivode competent for the seat of the association - to the extent

supervision over the activities of associations of local government units,

2) the staroste competent for the seat of the association - to the extent

supervision over associations other than those mentioned in point 1

- hereinafter referred to as "supervisory authorities".
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6. The provisions of the Act do not infringe upon the public prosecutor's rights under

other acts.
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Chapter 2

Formation of associations

Art. 9. Persons in the number of at least seven who intend to establish

association, pass the association's statute and elect a committee

founding or association authorities.

Art. 10. 1. The statute of the association specifies in particular:

1) the name of the association that distinguishes it from other associations, organizations and

institutions;

2) area of   operation and seat of the association;

3) goals and methods of their implementation;

4) method of acquiring and losing membership, reasons for losing membership and

rights and obligations of members;

5) the authorities of the association, the procedure of their election, supplementing the composition

and their competences;

5a) the possibility for members of the management board to receive remuneration for

activities performed in connection with the performed function;

6) manner of representing the association, in particular the manner of contracting

property obligations, as well as the conditions for the validity of resolutions of the authorities

associations;

7) the method of obtaining funds and establishing contributions

states;

8) rules for amending the statute;

9) the manner of dissolution of the association.

1a. If the members of the authorities of the association gave their consent to it in the form of
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voting outside the meetings of the association's authorities may

take place using electronic means of communication.

1b. Possibility to participate in the meeting of the association's authorities at

the use of electronic means of communication is advisable

in the notification of this meeting, containing a detailed description of the method

participation and exercise of voting rights.

1c. Use of electronic communication means in voting for

meetings of the authority of the association are held with at least the following:
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1) real-time broadcast of the meeting;

2) real-time two-way communication through which the member

the authority of the association may take the floor during the session;

3) exercising the voting right in person or through a proxy before or

in the course of the meeting.

1d. Use of electronic communication means in voting for

and outside meetings of the association's authorities, it may be different

regulations, including restrictions in the association's statute. Statute

an association may also directly exclude the application of the above

regulations in the association.

1e. The solutions referred to in para. 1a-1d, shall apply in the case of

introducing the state of epidemic threat or state of epidemic about which

referred to in the Act of 5 December 2008 on the prevention and combating of infections

and infectious diseases in humans (Journal of Laws of 2019, items 1239 and 1495, and of 2020.

item 284, 322, 374 and 567).

1f. If the term of office of the association's authorities referred to in para. 1 point 5,

expires during the period of the epidemic threat or state

epidemics referred to in the Act of 5 December 2008 on prevention and

fighting infections and infectious diseases in humans, or up to 30 days after its revocation

state, it is subject to extension until the new authorities of the association are elected

term of office, but no longer than 60 days from the date of recalling the emergency

epidemic or epidemic state.

2. National associations of people who perform the specified
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a related profession or professions undertaking dissemination tasks
expertise and professional level improvement within

internal system for confirming qualifications and skills - specified in w

these tasks as well as the scope and manner of their implementation.

3. A legal person may only be a supporting member of the association.

Art. 10a. 1. The Association may establish local organizational units.

In this case, the statute of the association specifies:

1) the principles of establishing and dissolving the field organizational unit;

2) organizational structure of the local organizational unit;
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3) bodies of the local organizational unit, including the management board, and the mode

making their choice or appointment;

4) the possibility of receiving by members of the board of the local unit

organizational remuneration for activities performed in connection with

performed function, if provided for in the association's statute

the possibility of receiving such remuneration by members of the management board

associations.

2. The local organizational unit operates on the basis of

the statute of the association. On the terms and in the manner specified in the statute

associations, field organizational unit may adopt regulations

defining its detailed organization and method of operation.

3. If the association's statute so stipulates, the local organizational unit

may obtain legal personality. In this case, the statute of the association

defines:

1) the conditions that must be met in order for it to acquire a personality

legal;

2) property management principles;

3) manner of representation, in particular incurring liabilities

property and concluding contracts with members of its management board;

4) detailed rules of liquidation.

4. Application for entry and application for removal of the local unit
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organizational, referred to in paragraph. 3, from the National Court Register consists of
the board of the association.

5. The local organizational unit obtains legal personality and may

start business after being entered in the National Court Register.

6. Upon deletion of the local unit from the National Court Register

organizational with legal personality, it loses its legal personality, a

the association assumes all the rights and obligations of this unit.

7. In the event of dissolution of the field organizational unit with

legal personality, it is wound up. The assets remained after

liquidation remains the property of the association. The provisions of Art. 36 and art.

37 shall apply accordingly.
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Art. 10b. 1. In the event that the activity of a field organizational unit

with legal personality shows gross or persistent breach

legal regulations or the statute of the association, if the association's statute is yes

provides, the body indicated therein may adopt a resolution to appoint the management board

receivership in this unit.

2. The receivership is appointed for the period necessary for removal

irregularities related to gross or persistent violations of regulations

the law or the statute of the association, but no longer than that provided for in the statute

associations.

3. The resolution on the appointment of a receivership indicates the way

representation of the local organizational unit by this management board.

4. As of the day of adopting the resolution on the appointment of the receivership

members of the management board of a local organizational unit are dismissed by virtue of power

rights.

5. The board of the association submits an application for entry of the board of trustees in

Of the National Court Register, within 7 days from the date of the resolution referred to in

referred to in paragraph 1, and notifies the supervisory authority, competent with

due to the seat of the local organizational unit. After the cause has ceased

the appointment of a receivership or the expiry of the period for which it was left

the appointed board of the association submits a motion for its removal from
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Of the National Court Register.

Art. 11. 1. The highest authority of the association is the general meeting of members.

In matters where the statute does not specify the competence of the association's authorities,

adopting resolutions belongs to the general meeting of members.

2. The statute may provide for a meeting instead of a general meeting of members

delegates or replacing the general meeting of members with a delegates meeting, if

the number of members will exceed the size specified in the statute. In that cases

the statutes define the rules for the election of delegates and the duration of their term of office.

3. The association is obliged to have a board and a control body

internal.

4. In contracts between the association and a board member and in disputes

the association with him is represented by a designated member of the internal audit body
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in a resolution of this body or a proxy appointed by a resolution of the general meeting

members (meetings of delegates).

Art. 12. 1. The Management Board shall submit an application for entering the association into the National

Of the Court Register with the statute, a list of founders, including names and

surnames, date and place of birth, place of residence and handwritten

signatures of the founders, a protocol of the election of the association's authorities and an address

seat of the association.

2. The application referred to in par. 1 shall be signed by all members of the management board.

Art. 13. (deleted)

Art. 14. (deleted)

Art. 15. (deleted)

Art. 16. 1. The registry court issues a decision on entering the association into

Of the National Court Register after confirming that its statute complies with

legal regulations and the founders meet the requirements set out in the Act.

2. The registry court, before issuing the decision on the entry, if it deems it

necessary to make additional arrangements, appoints a meeting for this purpose

explanatory.
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3. The registry court dismisses the application for entry of the association into the National

Court Register, if it does not meet the conditions set out in the regulations

rights.

4. The court on entering the association into the National Court Register

notify the competent supervisory authority, at the same time sending him a copy

decisions on entry, the statute of the association, the list of founders and adopted resolutions.

5. Court about deleting the association from the National Court Register

notify the competent supervisory authority by sending it a copy of the provisions on

deletion.

Art. 17. 1. The Association obtains legal personality and may commence

activity after entry into the National Court Register.

2. For activities necessary for the association to commence its activity

made for the benefit of the association prior to its entry into the National Register

Judicial board members are jointly and severally liable to third parties. After
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entry into the National Court Register for obligations arising from these

the association is responsible for actions taken by itself.

3. Proceedings in cases for entry or change of an association entry and

field organizational unit to the register of associations and other organizations

social and professional, foundations and independent public establishments

healthcare provided by the National Court Register is free of court fees.

Art. 18 (deleted)

Art. 19. (deleted)

Art. 20. 1. The board of the local organizational unit of the association is

obliged, within 14 days from the moment of its appointment, notify the authority about it

the supervisory body competent for the seat of this unit, specifying the composition of the management board

and the registered office address of the unit, and deliver the association's statute.

2. The provision of para. 1 shall apply mutatis mutandis in the event of changes in the composition of the management board and

the address of the local organizational unit of the association and in the statute

associations.

Art. 21. 1. The management board of the association is obliged to notify immediately
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registry court to amend the statute. On the entry of the amendment to the statute of the association

the rules and procedure shall apply to the National Court Register, respectively

provided for the entry of the association in that register. The registry court does

entry of amendments to the statute to the National Court Register after confirming that they are

in accordance with the applicable statute.

2. The court notifies the competent body about the entry of the amendment to the association's statute

supervisor, sending him a copy of the provisions and the amended consolidated text

statute.

Art. 22. 1. Associations of at least three may be established

union of associations. The founders and members of a union can also be other

legal persons, but legal persons with a profit-making purpose may be members

supporters.

2. The relationships referred to in par. 1, the provisions shall apply accordingly

the law.

Art. 23 (deleted)
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Art. 24 (deleted)

Chapter 3

Supervision of associations

Art. 25. 1. The supervisory body supervises the activities

associations only to the extent of their compliance with the law and

provisions of the statute.

2. The supervisory body has the right, within the prescribed period, to request:

1) the management board of the association provides copies of the resolutions of the general meeting

members (meetings of delegates);

2) necessary explanations from the authorities of the association.

3. The supervisory body is obliged to indicate the justification of the requests for which

referred to in paragraph 2.

Art. 25a. 1. The authority referred to in Art. 8 sec. 5, exercise control over

activities of the association which is an obligated institution within the meaning of
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provisions on counteracting money laundering and terrorist financing in

compliance with the provisions of this Act.

2. For the control referred to in para. 1, the provisions shall apply accordingly

chapter 12 of the Act of March 1, 2018 on counteracting money laundering

and financing of terrorism (Journal of Laws, items 723, 1075, 1499 and 2215 and of 2019

item 125).

Art. 26. In the event of the association's failure to comply with the demands

specified in art. 25 sec. 2, at the request of the supervisory authority, the court may impose

a single fine not exceeding PLN 5,000. From a fine you can

release if, after its imposition, the association immediately complies with

demands of the supervisory authority. The Association, within 7 days, may apply to

court for immunity from fines.

Art. 27. The body supervising the local organizational unit

an association is a body defined in Art. 8 sec. 5, due to

seat of this unit.

Art. 28. If it is found that the activity of the association is inconsistent with

law or violates the provisions of the articles of association in the matters referred to in Art. 10
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paragraph 1, art. 10a paragraph. 1 and 3 and art. 10b, the supervisory authority, depending on the type and

the degree of irregularities found, may apply for their removal in

deadline, issue a warning to the association's authorities or apply

to court pursuant to Art. 29.

Art. 29. 1. The court, at the request of the supervisory body or the prosecutor, may:

1) admonish the authorities of the association;

2) cancel a resolution of an association that is inconsistent with the law or the statute;

3) dissolve the association if its activities show gross or

persistent violation of the law or the provisions of the statute and there are no conditions to

restoration of activities in accordance with the law or the statute.

2. When considering the application referred to in para. 1, paragraph 3, may upon request

or, on its own initiative, issue an interim order suspending the

activities of the management board of the association, appointing a representative to
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managing the current affairs of the association.
3. When considering a motion to dissolve an association, the court may oblige

the authorities of the association to remedy any irregularities within the prescribed period and

stay the proceedings. In the event of ineffective expiry of the deadline, the court, upon request

supervisory authority or on its own initiative, take the suspended

procedure.

Art. 30. 1. If the association does not have a board capable of acting

legal entities, a court, at the request of a supervisory authority or on its own initiative,

appoints a curator for him.

2. The curator is obliged to convene in a period not longer than 6

months of the general meeting of members (meeting of delegates) of the association for

board selection. Until the board is elected, the curator represents the association

in property matters requiring ongoing settlement.

2a. In particularly justified cases, at the request of the authority

supervisor or on its own initiative, the court may extend the period for which it was left

appointed guardian, not longer than 6 months, if his activities could not

be completed before the expiry of the period referred to in paragraph 2.

3. The curator's remuneration shall be equal to the property of the association.
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Art. 31. 1. The court issues a decision to dissolve the association on

a request from the supervisory authority where:

1) the number of members of the association is less than the number of members

required for its establishment;

2) the association does not have the powers provided for by the law and does not

conditions for their selection in a period not longer than 12 months.

2. The court decides to dissolve the association upon application

probation officer, if, despite the actions taken by the probation officer, not elected

authorities of the association and there are no conditions for their appointment in the period for which

referred to in paragraph 1 point 2.

Art. 32. 1. The applications referred to in Art. 29 sec. 1 and art. 31, recognizes

registry court at the hearing.
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2. Requests of the supervisory authority brought to the court under the

performed supervision are free of court fees.

Chapter 4

Assets of the association

Art. 33. 1. The property of the association is made up of membership fees,

donations, inheritance, bequests, income from own activity, income from

the property of the association and public donation.

2. The Association, subject to applicable regulations, may

accept donations, inheritance and bequests and make use of public donations.

Art. 34. The Association may conduct economic activity, according to

general rules set out in separate regulations. Income from activity

economic association serves the implementation of statutory objectives and cannot be

intended to be shared among its members.

Art. 35. The Association may receive a subsidy according to the rules

specified in separate regulations.
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Chapter 5

Liquidation of associations

Art. 36. 1. In the event of the association dissolving on its own

resolutions, the members of the management board are the liquidators of the association, if the statute

or, in the absence of relevant provisions of the Articles of Association, a resolution of the last general meeting

the meeting of members (meeting of delegates) of this association does not provide otherwise.

2. If the association is dissolved by the court, it orders its liquidation,

appointing a liquidator.

Art. 37. 1. It is the duty of the liquidator to carry out the liquidation in
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as soon as possible, in a manner securing the assets of the liquidated entity
associations against unjustified depletion.

2. The liquidator should in particular:

1) notify the court of the commencement of liquidation and appointment of a liquidator, z

giving his surname, first name and place of residence, if not

the conditions set out in Art. 36 sec. 2;

2) perform legal actions necessary for the liquidation,

announcing the initiation of the procedure to the public

winding-up;

3) after the end of liquidation, submit to the court a request for removal

associations from the National Court Register.

3. If the liquidation is not completed within one year from its date

the order, liquidators present the reasons for the delay to the court, which in

if the delay is considered justified, it extends the liquidation date or

orders the change of liquidators.

Art. 38. The assets of a liquidated association shall be allocated to a target

specified in the statute or in a resolution of the general meeting of members (meeting

delegates) about the liquidation of the association. In the absence of a provision in the statute or

resolutions in this matter, the court decides to allocate the property for a specific purpose

social.

Art. 39. The costs of liquidation shall be covered from the property being liquidated

associations.
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Chapter 6

Ordinary associations

Art. 40. 1. A simplified form of association is an ordinary association,

not having legal personality.

1a. Ordinary association may acquire rights in its own name, incl

property and other rights in rem, incur liabilities, sue and be sued.

1b. Each member is responsible for the obligations of the ordinary association without

limitations with all their property jointly and severally with other members and with
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association. This liability arises at the time of execution

from the property of an ordinary association turns out to be ineffective.

1c. The provision of paragraph 1b is not an obstacle to bringing an action

against a member, before enforcement of the property of an ordinary association is established

to be ineffective.

2. Persons in the number of at least three intending to establish an association

ordinary, enact the regulations of operation, specifying in particular the name

ordinary association, purpose or objectives, area and means of operation, seat,

representative representing an ordinary association or the board, rules

making changes to the regulations of activity, how to acquire and lose membership,

as well as the method of dissolving an ordinary association.

3. An ordinary association which intends to have a board is specified in

the rules of activity, the mode of its selection and supplementation, competences,

the conditions for the validity of its resolutions and the manner of representing the association

it, in particular incurring property liabilities.

4. Ordinary association which intends to have a controlling body

internal, specifies in the rules of activity the mode of its selection and supplementation

composition and its competences.

5. A representative representing an ordinary association or the board shall be submitted

in writing to the supervisory body competent for the seat

ordinary association application for entry in the register of ordinary associations,

hereinafter referred to as "records", attaching:

1) business regulations;
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2) a list of the founders of an ordinary association, including their names and surnames,

date and place of birth, place of residence and handwritten signatures

founders;

3) name and surname, address and PESEL number of the representative

representing an ordinary association or members of the board;

4) name and surname, address and PESEL number of the members of the body

internal control, if the regulations of activity provide for this body;
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5) the address of the seat of an ordinary association.

6. If the application for entry is submitted by the management board, it shall be signed by all members

the board.

Art. 40a. 1. An ordinary association is established and may start its activity with

upon entry in the records.

2. The supervisory body shall make an entry in the records within 7 days from:

1) the receipt of the application for entry, if no application referred to in Art

art. 41;

2) the judgment rejecting or dismissing the application becomes final, o

referred to in Art. 41.

3. If the application for entry contains deficiencies, the supervisory body shall call for it

supplements within 14 days from the date of receipt of the request. Deadline for execution

the entry referred to in sec. 2, shall be counted from the date of supplementing the application for entry.

Failure to complete the application for entry within 14 days results in its ineffectiveness.

4. Authority supervisor informs immediately representative

representing an ordinary association or the board, to make an entry in

records or the ineffectiveness of the application for entry.

5. If the supervisory body fails to make an entry in the register in

within 7 days from the date of receipt of the application for entry or supplementing its deficiencies, and no

the application referred to in Art. 41, representative

representing an ordinary association or the board have the right

bring an action for failure to act to the administrative court.

6. To examine the complaint referred to in para. 5, the provisions of the Act shall apply

of August 30, 2002 - Law on proceedings before administrative courts

(Journal of Laws of 2018, items 1302, 1467, 1544 and 1629 and of 2019, items 11 and 60), including

that:
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1) the supervisory body shall provide the case files and the reply to the complaint within the time limit

14 days from the date of filing the complaint;

2) the court examines the complaint within 30 days from the date of receipt of the case files together

with the reply to the complaint.

Art. 40b. 1. The records shall include:
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1) the name of an ordinary association, its purpose or objectives, area and means of operation
and the address of the registered office;

2) name and surname of the representative representing the ordinary association, or

management board members and the manner of representing an ordinary association

by the management board, provided that the regulations of activity provide for this body;

3) the name and surname of the members of the internal control body, if the regulations

activities are provided for by this authority;

4) information on the regulations of the activity and its changes;

5) information about having the status of a public benefit organization;

6) information on the transformation or dissolution of an ordinary association;

7) name and surname of the liquidator of the ordinary association;

8) information on the application of ordinary measures to the association, o

referred to in Chapter 3.

2. An ordinary association shall submit to the supervisory body within 7 days

from the date of the event justifying the change of data, the request for

inclusion in the records of the changed data referred to in paragraph 1. 1,

by attaching documents constituting the basis for the change. Provisions on entry into

the records apply accordingly.

3. An ordinary association is obliged to inform about a change of address

residence of persons referred to in art. 40 sec. 5 points 3 and 4.

4. The records are open and made available on the website of the authority

supervisor in the Public Information Bulletin. Everyone has the right to receive

certificates from the records.

5. The documents submitted to the supervisory body constitute registration files,

which are available to persons with a legal interest.

6. Records may be kept in the ICT system.

7. The minister competent for public administration shall determine by way

regulations, the manner of keeping records, its template and detailed content
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entries in the records to the extent referred to in para. 1 given

the need to ensure transparency, completeness and availability of data

included in the records.
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Art. 41. The registration court, at the request of the supervisory body or the public prosecutor,
may prohibit the establishment of an ordinary association if it does not meet the conditions

specified in the law.

Art. 41a. 1. An ordinary association is represented by a representative

representing an ordinary association or board.

2. Taking by a representative representing the association

ordinary or management of activities exceeding the scope of ordinary management requires

prior consent of all members of the ordinary association and grant

powers of attorney to perform these activities by them.

3. Activities exceeding the scope of day-to-day management include:

in particular:

1) purchase and sale of real estate or the right of perpetual usufruct;

2) establishment of a limited property right;

3) conclusion of a credit or loan agreement;

4) debt assumption, recognition of debt, release from debt, accession to debt,

conclusion of a surety agreement or conclusion of another similar agreement;

5) incurring other liabilities in excess of PLN 10,000.

Art. 42. 1. An ordinary association may not:

1) appoint local organizational units;

2) associate legal persons;

3) run a business;

4) conduct paid public benefit activities.

2. An ordinary association obtains funds for its activities from contributions

membership, donations, inheritance, bequests, income from the property of the association

and public donation.

3. An ordinary association may receive subsidies on the terms specified

in separate regulations.

Art. 42a. 1. Ordinary association with at least seven members,

can turn into an association.
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2. Transformation of an ordinary association requires the consent of all

members of an ordinary association, expressed by way of a resolution containing:
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1) name and seat of the association;
2) appointing the authorities of the association;

3) adoption of the association's statute, which is attached to the resolution;

4) the financial statements of an ordinary association drawn up as specified

day in the month preceding the adoption of the resolution on the transformation, which

constitutes an appendix to the resolution.

3. Information on the adoption of the resolution on the transformation of the representative

representing an ordinary association or the board of the association immediately

makes public and informs about the adoption of this resolution

ordinary association's creditors.

Art. 42b. 1. The ordinary association notifies its members of its intention

transformation no later than one month before the planned date of taking up

resolution on transformation.

2. To the notification referred to in para. 1, must be attached:

1) draft of the association's statute;

2) information on the assets and liabilities of the ordinary association.

Art. 42c. 1. The conversion of an ordinary association takes place at the moment

entry of the association in the National Court Register.

2. The registration court shall immediately send it to the competent authority

the supervisor, a copy of the decision on entry in the National Court Register

along with the certificate of registration of the association. Competent supervisory authority z

office shall remove an ordinary association from the register.

3. The application for entry of the association into the National Court Register shall be submitted

and are signed by all board members. The application shall be accompanied by the resolution on

transformation with a certificate of entry of an ordinary association into

records, issued not earlier than 3 months before the date of adopting the resolution

about the transformation.

4. Ordinary association is dissolved without conducting

liquidation proceedings upon entry of the association into the National

Court Register.
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Art. 42d. 1. As soon as the association is entered into the National Register
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Judicial, it enters into all the rights and obligations of the association

ordinary, and members of an ordinary association become members

associations.

2. Disclosure in land and mortgage registers or public registers of the transition to

the association of the rights disclosed in these books or registers takes place on

association request.

3. Members of the transformed ordinary association respond to

existing rules, jointly and severally with the association for obligations

ordinary associations, formed before the transformation date, for a period of one year,

from the date of transformation. This liability arises as soon as

enforcement against the association's property will prove ineffective. The provision of art. 40 sec. 1c

apply accordingly.

Art. 42e. It applies to the transformation of an ordinary association

correspondingly the provisions on the establishment of an association.

Art. 43. In matters not otherwise regulated in this chapter, to

an ordinary association, the provisions of the Act shall apply accordingly, except that:

1) the provisions of Art. 9-12, art. 16, art. 17, art. 20-22 and art. 27;

2) whenever the Act refers to the statute, it should be understood as the regulations

ordinary association.

Chapter 7

Special provisions, change of applicable provisions and regulations

transitional and final

Art. 44.1 (repealed)

2. Activities of associations in the areas and facilities located in

management or use of military bodies or the Ministry of Internal Affairs

requires a permit from the Minister of National Defense or the minister, respectively

competent for internal affairs or bodies specified by them.

Art. 45. Persons wishing to establish an association conducting activity

directly related to defense or state security or security

public order are obliged to agree on the scope of this activity,
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respectively, with the Minister of National Defense or the minister competent for matters

internal bodies or bodies designated by them.

Art. 46 (deleted)

Articles 47–50. (omitted)

Art. 51. 1. Until the legal status of unions is regulated separately

religious and religious orders and clergy congregations to which they had

application of the provisions of the Regulation of the President of the Republic of Poland of 27

October 1932 - Law on associations (Journal of Laws, item 808, as amended1 ) ),

the provisions of this regulation shall apply to them.

2. The provision of para. 1 shall apply mutatis mutandis to newly emerging relationships

religious and religious orders and congregations.

Art. 52. 1. Associations operating on the date of entry into force of the act

registered and associations of higher utility become associations

within the meaning of its provisions. The statutes of these associations that form the basis of them

actions, remain in force, subject to paragraph 2.

2. The provisions of the statutes of the associations referred to in para. 1,

contrary to the provisions of the Act.

Art. 53 (deleted)

Art. 54 (omitted)

Art. 55. 1. Unfinished matters regulated by this Act

with a final decision before the date of its entry into force, the provisions of this Act shall apply.

2. Association liquidation proceedings initiated before the date of entry

the Act shall enter into force on the basis of the existing provisions.

Art. 56. The following are repealed:

1) Regulation of the President of the Republic of Poland of October 27, 1932 -

Law on associations (Journal of Laws, item 808, as amended)1) ), subject to

art. 51 of this Act;

2) the decree of August 5, 1949 amending certain provisions of the law on

associations (Journal of Laws item 335), with the exception of Art. 2 clause 2 lit. a and c.

1) Amendments to the above-mentioned regulation were announced in the Journal Of Laws of 1946, item 30, 1949
item 293 and 335, 1950, item 401 and 489, from 1964, item 276 and from 1985, item 167.
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Art. 57. The Act shall enter into force on the day of its publication 2) .

2) The act was promulgated on April 10, 1989.


